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 “Liu Qi, this is Manfred’s region. There should not be any kind of difficulty if we cause 

trouble here, right?” Someone asked Liu Qi worriedly. 

Liu Qi swung his hand any which way as well as claimed, “He’s simply a good-for-nothing. 

As long as we do not make way too much noise, Manfred would not respect these 

unimportant things. Do not worry, even if something happens, I, Liu Qi, can secure you.” 

Liu Qi deliberately claimed to be brave before Xie Yufu, yet actually, he was a little worried. 

Mo Yang was currently the most powerful person in the grey area of Cloud City. Making 

trouble in his territory coincided as making trouble for Mo Yang. If Mo Yang discovered this 

matter, his end would absolutely be really miserable. 

In order to make her smile, Liu Qi was prepared to take the risk. He just required to take 

care of Samuel without Mo Yang finding out about it. 

After listening to Liu Qi’s words, the others were alleviated. Furthermore, they couldn’t make 

a big noise to deal with an individual who didn’t should have a good track record. 

” Yufu, just await that trash to stoop down as well as say sorry to you,” Liu Qi said to Xie 

Yufu with a smile. 

” Don’t lose time talking nonsense. Let’s go.” 

As soon as Xie Yufu said that, everyone went into the Hex Capital Bar. 

They had actually currently found out that Samuel was right here. With the staff inside Hex 

Resources Club, they understood where Samuel was. 

The group of people walked toward Samuel’s exclusive area with a clear goal. 

If one were to talk about the mood, it would absolutely be much more enforcing by kicking 

the door open. However, this was Manfred’s territory. They didn’t also risk to shatter a single 

mug, much less kick the door open. 



He opened the door of the private area extremely meticulously, and a team of people 

submitted in. 

Samuel was the only individual in the space. Liu Qi was a little curious about this. 

However, this was also better. Samuel alone was easier to deal with, and he would certainly 

not exaggerate a hassle. 

” Samuel, are you alone below due to the fact that you can not enter bed?” Liu Qi stated to 

Samuel with a sneer. 

Han Samuel’s wonderful actions were popular in addition to the laundry and cooking in 

your home. Virtually every person that had actually become aware of Han Samuel’s acts 

knew them. 

For 3 years, he really did not even touch Yvonne’s fingers. 

” You are fairly very early. You did not make me wait long.” Samuel laughed. 

Liu Qi frowned and also asked, “Are you waiting for us?” 

” Yes, my vehicle was smashed. I need to discover a person to compensate,” Samuel 

claimed. 

” Compensate?” Xie Yufu laughed coldly and also stated, “Samuel, are you blind? Do you 

think I’ll compensate you for this?” 

” Naturally you don’t have cash to compensate me, so I plan to notify Xie Jinyan after I 

educate you a lesson,” Samuel said. 

Xie Yufu’s face was cool as she stated, “I’m simply worried that you will not have the 

possibility to alert my dad. Why don’t you go to the hospital and also remainder for a 

month?” 

Listening to Xie Yufu’s words, Liu Qi said to the others, “What are you waiting for? One day 

much less will not do.” 

Xie Yufu stated that for a month, it had to be a month. Liu Qi, that simp, really had to be 

complete. 



Xie Yufu’s hands were put on her hips and her face was full of a cold smile. She quietly 

awaited Samuel to stoop down and say sorry to her. 

Do you believe you’re that fantastic simply due to the fact that you’re valued by Tian 

Changsheng? In front of me, Xie Yufu, you’re nothing.” 

“Samuel, kneel down and apologize to me asap. I can let them hit light a little,” Xie Yufu said 

happily. 

Samuel took a look at Xie Yufu. This lady believed that the whole world was centered 

around her just because she had some money in her family as well as a few simps liked her. 

She was incredibly pompous. 

Compared with Tian Ling’er, the eldest daughter of the Tian household, Samuel could not 

aid but sigh. The poor expression of cash was not determined by cash, but relied on every 

person’s personality. 

Tian Ling’emergency room ended up being aggressive. There was no person in Cloud City 

who might stand her, however she never ever harassed the weak. She would only take 

action unless it was someone she really hated. 

“Xie Yufu, you actually need to pick up from Tianling’emergency room.” As soon as Samuel 

finished speaking, those people currently hurried right into his face. Several of them started 

to use their clenched fists, while others rejected their legs. 

Before Samuel, these people were as weak as ants. Their cries climbed one after another, yet 

not from Samuel’s mouth, however from the mouths of the people who were called by Liu 

Qi. 

In Liu Qi’s eyes, a good-for-nothing like Samuel would certainly soon be defeated to the 

ground, yet the reality was totally various from what he thought. In less than a min, none of 

the people he called can still stand. 

“You … how could you be so effective?” Liu Qi was stunned and also stated. 

“You are the only one left. Since you wish to do, why do not you execute far better?” Samuel 

claimed with a smile. 

 


